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Deputy President Speech: General coordinator of French speaking African countries.  

- Comrade President of TUI – Public. 

- Comrade General secretary of international Union 

- Comrade Deputy President, General coordinators and Dears colleagues. 

- Comrades responsible for NEHAWU and POPCRU 

- Dear comrades. 

Following the world congress of international union of public and assimilated services, which took place on 

the 16th and 17th of November 2019 in Lacarna Cyprus; I have the privilege to represent French speaking 

African countries of which I am the Head.  

Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude to South African authorities for permitting us to hold this meeting 

on their territory. Secondly, I would like to commend our NEHAWU and POPCRU comrades for the warm 

welcome and the wonderful organization of this Directors committee meeting. 

In fact, there is no need to mention that TUI Public is an international organization affiliated to the world 

syndical federation. Moreover, it remain an essential tool for the growth of public services worldwide through 

a permanent dialogue within Public and assimilated services.  

However, the regional office for French speaking country has noticed and condemned ruling governments for 

refusing in most cases, to recognize the TUI Public status as an important and essential partner. These 

governments also refuse a true and constructive dialogue in the public and assimilated sectors. Yet a true 

and constructive dialogue is a requirement of the international labor organization (ILO) convention Number 

87, 98, 141 and 144. 

Hence, we have great hope that this Johannesburg’s meeting will help adopt strategies that will better 

sensibilised those governments that are still hostile to syndical actions and refusing social democratie. 

Therefore, we would like to ask the General Secretary of TUI Public to address if possible, awareness 

correspondences to ministers in charge of public administration or to different head of states in the French 

speaking counties. This to better present the missions and objectives of TUI Public. 

Regarding the seven points mentioned in the agenda, French speaking African countries objectively believe 

that TUI Public remains the poorest of all unions affiliated to the world federation of trade Union (WAFTU).  
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As such it important and necessary to us that the world Office commit to the sole purpose of enhancing and 

promoting our public services union. This to other organizations and governments.  

Concerning our report, we have adopted a number of activities, going from 2020 to 2024. However, the 

struggle of French speaking African countries remain the management of high migration level; which 

negatively affect French-speaking public services. 

Comrade President; 

Comrade General Secretary; 

Comrade Deputy Presidents, regional coordinator and dear colleagues. 

With particular attention to this issue and in order to reconcile security requirements with humanitarian 

imperative. Our Union should push our leader to take accompanying measure; not only repressive measure 

by putting in place detention centers. 

By So doing, illegal migrant awaiting repatriation will be able to benefit from optimal living conditions in 

adequate structure. 

It is important to note that this issue greatly affects countries like Congo, Senegal, Mali, Burkina-Fasso, 

Cameroon, Niger and CAR. 

We also need to bring our Government to honor their engagement subscribed through their adhesion to 

international human right and migrants’ management. This during internal and external crises as well as 

during peace period. 

Ladies and gentlemen’s, dear comrades, we would now present some essential programs for the French 

speaking African; this for the years going from 2020 to 2024. 

The program is as follow:  

1. Promote social dialogue and collective bargaining in French-speaking public administration.  

1.1 Continue the installation of national coordinators in French speaking regions. This will reinforce 

the operational capability of our union in the region. 

1.2 Establishment of permanent social dialogue committee in the public sector. Particularly in each 

ministerial departments and assimilated services. 
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2. Organized a regional conference in July 2020 in Kinshasa DRC. A conference that will address “the 

issue regarding the high level of migrations, social opportunities and the potential danger this issue 

has in the French-speaking region”. 

The objectives for the regional office is to recommend the proper solutions to our respective government. A 

long-term solution that will help overcome the critical situation in which French-speaking African nation find 

themselves. The fight should be done with the same comradeship spirit. 

3. Organized national forums on October 3, 2020. The forum will address the privatization issue that 

affect French speaking African. 

The forum will encourage each French speaking African country to organize cultural activities, seminars, 

televise round table debates as well as recreational meetings in order to sensitized states agents against 

privatisations which is the cause of retrenchment and joblessness in our region. 

We will endeavor to sign awareness agreements aim to fight privatisation. This in collaboration with 

federations, sportive and cultural organisations as it appears to be the best mean of social communication.  

4. We will organize a regional seminar in Ivory Coast in the month of February 2021. The seminar will 

highly the need to fight Capitalism, privatisation and imperialism in French-speaking public 

administration. 

Those activities will be organize simultaneously in all French speaking African regions. The schedule of these 

will be made available to you. For that purpose, the regional office will deploys members in each country in 

order to coordinate those activities of general importance that carries the fight against imperialism and 

capitalism in public administration.  

5. Organize an adhesion campaign for all public sector syndicates in French-speaking countries. This 

from 2021 to 2024 according to a planning that will be made available to the General Secretary. 

6. Lastly, the fight against illegal enrichment in public and assimilated sectors will remain one of our focus 

during our mandate. In this regards, the African French speaking regional office has lodged two court 

cases; one at the internal trade’s tribunal in Geneva and the other at the court in Libreville (Gabon). 

These against the Gabonese government for having diverted over two billion Rand belonging two 

18000 Gabonese. This money was stolen by allowing the Bank to go through a Liquidation process 

during which people never got their money back. 

Thank you for your attention. 


